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THE
ACTUAL EXPERIENCE of some two thousand farm

operators, as shown by financial records kept on 1,351 farms
in 1930 and 1,599 farms in 1931, forms the basis for this eco-

nomic study of the use and cost of horse and tractor power on
Illinois farms. A number of detailed cost accounts have furnished

data for special sections on truck, tractor, and horse costs. Neither
the engineering aspects of the farm power problem, nor ways of

making more effective use of the various types of power are con-

sidered in this study.
One of the principal questions which farmers ask with respect

to the farm power problem is whether they can increase their net

income by changing from horse to mechanical power or from
standard tractors to general-purpose tractors. The horse-operated
farms, the standard tractor farms, and the general-purpose tractor

farms in this study were found in general to have the same net

incomes when comparison was made between groups of farms

comparable in size, altho the gross incomes were higher on the

tractor farms. The tractor farms naturally had much higher costs

for machinery and mechanical power than had the horse-operated
farms, but these higher costs on the tractor farms were partly off-

set by lower horse costs and by very slightly lower labor costs.

The combined labor, horse, and machinery costs were slightly
lower on the horse-operated farms than on the tractor farms under
the price relationships prevailing in 1930 and 1931. It is recognized
that the relative advantages of these different types of power will

change as price relationships change.

Judging by the experience of these farmers, there is no basis,

so far as net income is concerned, for recommending any one type
of power for any large group of Illinois farms. The problem still

remains one for the individual farmer to decide in light of his abili-

ties, his financial resources, and the particular conditions on his

farm. The way in which size of farm and amount of livestock

may influence costs on farms operated with different types of

power are, however, made clearer by this study.
That many farmers can cut their operating costs without

changing their type of power is indicated by the wide variation

found in operating costs among farms similar in size and produc-
tive organization and operated with the same type of power. On
the other hand it is doubtless true that many farmers have profited

by changing their power organization and that still others would

profit by doing so.

Because of its distinctive place on corn-belt farms, the general-

purpose tractor is considered separately from the standard tractor

in all analyses of tractor power made in this study.
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A Study of the Cost of Horse and
Tractor Power on Illinois Farms

By P. E. JOHNSTON and J. E. WILLS'

O THE MANY problems confronting farmers at the present
time those dealing with various phases of farm power are

among the most perplexing and among those of the greatest

economic importance. The number of horses on farms continues to

decline and the average age of horses to increase. Many farmers not

already owning tractors are faced with the situation of having old

and nearly worn-out horses as their only source of power. Their

problem is to decide whether to purchase a tractor, and if to purchase
one what type to purchase, or whether to obtain young work stock

by purchase or by breeding.

The new models of tractors, particularly of the general-purpose

type, have reached new peaks of efficiency and of adaptability to

power needs. As a result they are intrinsically more attractive to farm

operators ; on the other hand, the low levels to which feed prices and

the wage scale for farm labor have fallen have increased the com-

petitive value of horse power. The necessity of reducing cash operat-

ing expenses to a minimum has induced even tractor farmers to con-

sider the substitution of horses for tractors.

Many different kinds and combinations of power units are now
used on Illinois farms. This variety is accounted for by a number of

factors. Types of land, types of farming, and sizes of farms differ

widely not only from one part of the state to another but within each

part. Operators differ considerably in qualifications, preferences, and

financial resources. Lastly, the types of power units available for

farmers and the economic conditions under which they must be pur-

chased and paid for have varied greatly within the past fifteen years.

Some Illinois farms are operated entirely with horses, many with

horses and tractors, and a very few with tractors only. A number of

farmers have also added a truck, a gas engine, or an electric motor.

As they have gone over to machine power, some farmers have dis-

carded all but two or three horses, whereas others have continued with

the same number of horses they used before they acquired their

tractors.

'P. E. Johnston, Assistant Chief in Farm Management, and J. E. Wills, As-
sistant in Farm Management.
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Each farm presents a different power problem, and in the last an-

alysis decisions concerning the power organization must take into con-

sideration the kind of crops grown and the influence of power on crop

yields, the kind of livestock produced and the influence of power on

its efficiency, as well as the personal qualifications of the operator and

the cost of the power.
The present study will be confined to those aspects of the power

problem which concern the farmer as an individual, leaving out of

consideration those broader phases of the problem which have a bear-

ing on the farming industry as a whole and on farmers as a class.

Many writers have pointed out that the prices of farm products, par-

ticularly of oats and hay, have declined because farmers have sub-

stituted mechanical power for horse power. The data assembled in this

analysis, however, shed no light on this problem; and since farmers

usually make their decisions entirely on the basis of the effect on their

own business, it seems logical to analyze the power problem from the

point of view of the individual farmer.

PRESENT POWER EQUIPMENT ON ILLINOIS FARMS
The extent to which farmers of the state have selected their power

organizations to meet varying physical and economic conditions is in-

dicated in part by a study, from the 1930 Census, of the distribu-

tion of various kinds of power in the eight farming-type areas of

Illinois (Table 1 and Fig. 1).

Horses and mules, it will be noted, are fairly evenly distributed over

the state, the smallest number per 100 acres being 2.7 in Area 8 and

TABLE 1. PERCENTAGE OF ILLINOIS FARMS HAVING VARIOUS TYPES OF POWER
UNITS, GROUPED BY FARMING-TYPE AREAS, 1929

(Data from 1930 U. S. Census)

Farming-type
areas
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= 500 HORSES
AND MULES -50 TRACTORS

=100 AUTO
MOBILES

FIG. 1. DISTRIBUTION OF VARIOUS TYPES OF POWER ON FARMS IN THE
EIGHT FARMING-TYPE AREAS OF ILLINOIS, 1930 U. S. CENSUS

Horses and mules and farm automobiles are fairly well distributed over the

state. The smaller and less productive farms of southern Illinois furnish less

opportunity for the use of tractors than the large, level farms found farther

north. Farm trucks show the highest concentration in areas producing large

quantities of whole milk, livestock, or fruits and vegetables.
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10 MOTORS Fv =50 ENGINES t"*

FIG. 2. DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GAS ENGINES ON FARMS

FIG. 3. LOCATION OF FARMING-TYPE AREAS IN ILLINOIS

Area 1 consists predominantly of dairy farming; Area 2, of mixed live-

stock farming; Area 3, beef cattle and hog production, with corn the principal

grain crop; Area 4, cash grain farming; Area 5, general farming, with corn
the principal crop; Area 6, general farming, with wheat and corn the principal

crops; Area 7, wheat production and dairy farming; and Area 8, mixed farming.
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the largest 3.0 in Areas 4, 5, and 7. There is, however, more variation

from section to section in the number of horses and mules per farm
than there is in the number per 100 acres.

Altho there appears to be a uniform distribution of farm auto-

mobiles over the state, there is considerable variation among the differ-

ent areas in the percentage of farms having automobiles. In Areas

2 and 4 cars are used on about 90 percent of all farms; in Area 8

they are used on only 60 percent of the farms.

There is considerably more variation in the distribution of tractors

than of automobiles and there are not nearly so many tractors. Almost
half the farms in Area 4 use tractors while only one-tenth of the farms

in Area 8 use them. The smaller and less-productive farms of south-

ern Illinois have not furnished the same opportunity for the use of

tractors as the larger, level farms found farther north in the state.

Of the 69,628 tractors found on Illinois farms in 1930 (Table 42,

Appendix) a large percentage were of the standard type, altho from

1927 to 1930 the general-purpose
1
type of tractor was increasing in

popularity. Twenty-two percent of all tractors on accounting farms in

central Illinois in 1931 were of the general-purpose type.

Farm motor trucks have their highest concentration in the Chicago
area

;
with large numbers also in other areas producing large quantities

of whole milk, livestock, or fruits and vegetables. In Area 1, 41.6

percent of all farms have trucks while in Area 8 only 6.8 percent of

the farms use them.

Electric motors have a very interesting distribution and one that

is marked by its lack of uniformity (Fig. 2). Here again the influence

of larger cities is to be noted. Motors for the most part are used only

where power lines have been installed and these lines radiate out from

the urban centers.

Gasoline engines are found on about half the farms in Areas 1,

2, and 4, and on about one-third of the farms in Area 3; on one-

fourth of the farms in Areas 5, 6, and 7; but on only one-sixteenth of

the farms in Area 8.

Thus while there is considerable variation within every area in the

power organizations found on farms, there are also, as noted above,

clearly recognizable differences between areas in the extent to which

use is made of various types of power and equipment. There is no

doubt that physical and economic conditions have been important fac-

tors influencing the type of power organization generally adopted in

these areas.

'The term "general-purpose tractor" is used in this study to include only
those tractors used for cultivating corn.
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POWER EQUIPMENT ON ACCOUNTING FARMS AND
FACTORS INFLUENCING POWER COSTS

Practically all farmers in Illinois use some horses in operating
their farms even tho motor power has replaced many horses in the

last ten years. According to the 1930 U. S. Census, in Area 4 (east-

central Illinois) 48 percent and in Area 3 (west-central Illinois) 35

percent of all farmers used tractors in addition to horses; while in

the same areas 22 and 20 percent respectively used farm trucks

(Table 1). These types of motor power replace not only horse labor

but man labor also. It follows, therefore, that labor, horse, and ma-

chinery costs must all be considered in any attempt to compare the

cost of operating comparable farms with different types of power.
In following the cost analyses made in this study it is necessary

to keep in mind that, with three exceptions, the data have been com-

piled from what are known as "farm financial records," not from de-

tailed cost accounts. Note:

Man labor costs include the cash cost of all hired labor and a charge for

the labor of the operator and unpaid members of his family. No charge is

made for the operator's management.

Horse costs include net depreciation in the value of horses and a charge for

all feeds fed to horses. They include no charge for interest on the investment

in horses, none for labor used in feeding and caring for the horses, none for

shelter, none for harness, and none for veterinary services.

Machinery costs include net depreciation in the machinery and equipment
account, including tractors and trucks, and cash costs of repairs and fuel. A
part of the net depreciation and cash expense of the farm automobile are also

included, usually one-half. The machinery and equipment account also includes

such livestock equipment as milking machines, cream separators, and feed

grinders. No interest on investment is included, no charge for shelter, and no

charge for farm labor used in repairing or servicing.

Income from custom work is credited to labor and machinery, thus reducing
man labor and machinery costs.

Combined man labor, horse, and machinery costs will be spoken of as

operating costs.

The three instances in which detailed cost accounts have been used

and in which, therefore, the above explanations do not apply are the

analysis of farm motor truck costs (page 293), the special study of

tractor costs (page 317), and the detailed horse cost analysis (page

323).

Types of Power on Accounting Farms

In order to determine the influence of different types of power on

the cost of operating farms, a study was made of 1,351 central Illinois

farms for 1930 and 1,599 farms for 1931. These farms were divided
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into three groups: (1) those operated with horses; (2) those operated
with horses and standard-type tractors; and (3) those operated with

horses and general-purpose tractors. These groups will be referred to

as horse farms, standard tractor farms, and general-purpose tractor

farms. Only those tractors actually used in cultivating corn were

- 2 STANDARD TRACTOR FARMS
0-2 G. P. TRACTOR FARMS
*-2 HORSE FARMS

FIG. 4. DISTRIBUTION OF STANDARD TRACTOR FARMS, GENERAL-PURPOSE TRACTOR

FARMS, AND HORSE-OPERATED FARMS INCLUDED IN 1931 STUDY

Four hundred seventeen farms were operated with horses exclusively, 929

were operated with horses and standard tractors, and on 253 farms general-

purpose tractors were used. In 1931, 1,599 farms were included in the study;
in 1930, 1,351 farms.
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FIG. 5. THE THREE TYPES OF DRAWBAR POWER FOUND ON ILLINOIS FARMS

Above: Six horses hitched three and three to a gang plow. On approxi-

mately 25 percent of the accounting farms in 1930 and 1931 horses furnished the

only source of drawbar power. Center: A standard tractor being used in pre-

paring ground for corn. About 60 percent of the farms used a tractor of the

type pictured here. Below: A general-purpose tractor being used in cultivating

corn. Approximately 15 percent of the accounting farms in this study employed

one of these tractors.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF ILLINOIS ACCOUNTING FARMS HAVING
VARIOUS TYPES OF POWER, 1930 AND 193 l a

Type of power
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TABLE 3. DISTRIBUTION, BY POWER TYPE AND SIZE, OF CENTRAL ILLINOIS

ACCOUNTING FARMS; 2,950 ACCOUNTING RECORDS, 1930 AND 1931

Crop acres

per farm
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TABLE 4. AVERAGE TOTAL ACRES AND CROP ACRES IN FARMS WITH DIFFERENT
TYPES OF POWER UNITS; 2,950 CENTRAL ILLINOIS ACCOUNTING

RECORDS, 1930 AND 1931
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TABLE 6. AGES OF FARM HORSES ON Two GROUPS OF ILLINOIS FARMS,
1926 AND 1932

(From January 1 inventories)

Age groups, years
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owners were just in the process of adjusting the number of their

horses to their changed needs.

It may be noted that the number of standard tractor farms whose

operators kept accounts increased from 401 to 481 between 1930 and

1931, while the number of general-purpose tractor farms whose opera-
tors kept accounts increased from 52 in 1930 to 114 in 1931.

Number of Crop Acres per Horse

The number of work horses employed on a farm in relation to the

number of crop acres in the farm is a rather rough measure of the

efficiency with which the horses are used, whether comparison is made

among farms using horses as the sole source of drawbar power or

among farms using horses to supplement mechanical power.

TABLE 8. CROP ACRES PER HORSE ON FARMS OPERATED WITH DIFFER-
ENT TYPES OF POWER; 2,950 CENTRAL ILLINOIS

ACCOUNTING RECORDS, 1930 AND 1931

Crop acres

per farm
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crop acres in the group of largest farms. The greater replacement of

horses by the general-purpose tractor, as compared with the standard

tractor, results from the fact that the general-purpose tractor can be

used in cultivating row crops, which is not true of the standard tractor.

140 150 220 260 300 340

CROP ACRES PER FARM
380420

FIG. 6. AVERAGE NUMBER OF CROP ACRES PER HORSE ON FARMS
OF DIFFERENT SIZE OPERATED WITH DIFFERENT TYPES OF

POWER; AVERAGE FOR YEARS 1930 AND 1931

With all three types of power, the number or crop acres per horse increased

as size of farm increased. On the general-purpose tractor farms the number
of crop acres per horse was larger than on the standard tractor farms. This
difference was due to the fact that a general-purpose tractor has a wider range
of adaptability than has the standard tractor.

Horses Displaced per Tractor

The average number of horses displaced by each standard tractor

increased as the size of the farm increased, in 1930 ranging from .6

horse on farms of less than 80 crop acres to 3.4 horses on farms of

320 crop acres and over; and in 1931 ranging from .7 to 3.3 horses

(Table 9). The displacement of horses by the general-purpose tractors

ranged from 1.7 to 4.7 in 1930 and from 1.8 to 5.2 in 1931. In both

years the general-purpose tractor displaced more horses in each size-

groups than did the standard tractor (Fig. 7). This is accounted for

by the fact that the general-purpose tractors are used for cultivation,

which is the work that normally determines on central Illinois farms

the number of horses that must be kept in addition to a standard

tractor.
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TABLE 9. HORSES DISPLACED PER TRACTOR ON STANDARD TRACTOR AND GENERAL-
PURPOSE TRACTOR FARMS; 1,687 CENTRAL ILLINOIS

ACCOUNTING RECORDS,* 1930 AND 1931

Crop acres

per farm
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More horses were displaced per tractor in 1931 than in 1930, as

is further shown in Table 9. This displacement was accomplished

largely thru actual sales (Table 26), but also thru deaths. Horses that

died were not replaced either by the purchasing of stock or by the

rearing of colts. The necessity of rigid economy in operation, com-

bined with the relatively high position of horses in the general price

level, no doubt encouraged a greater sale of horses on tractor farms

than would ordinarily be expected, altho in many cases the sales would

doubtless have been advisable even under normal economic conditions.

Amounts of Productive Livestock

Since the amount of productive livestock on a farm influences the

operating costs, data were obtained on the average amounts of pro-
ductive livestock per crop acre carried on farms of various sizes. The
amounts of productive livestock were measured, in this study, by the

value of the feed fed.1

It is evident that irrespective of the type of power employed there

is a much higher concentration of livestock per acre on the small farms

than on the large ones (Table 10). The fact that the value of the feed

fed per crop acre was considerably higher in 1930 than in 1931 was

due entirely to the higher market price of farm feed.

Altho frequently there were substantial differences in the average
value of the feed fed per crop acre between the farms of one power

type and the farms of another within the same size-group, there was

TABLE 10. VALUE OF FEED FED PER CROP ACRE TO PRODUCTIVE LIVESTOCK ON
HORSE, STANDARD TRACTOR, AND GENERAL-PURPOSE TRACTOR FARMS;

2,950 CENTRAL ILLINOIS ACCOUNTING RECORDS, 1930 AND 1931

Crop acres

per farm
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no sustained tendency for more or less feed to be fed on farms of

one power type than on the farms of other types (Fig. 8). Farms of

each power type were highest in the value of feed fed in some size-

groups and lowest in some.

-- HORSE
* K STANDARD TRACTOR

G. P. TRACTOR

100 140 180 220 260 300 340 380 420

CROP ACRES PER FARM

FIG. 8. AMOUNTS OF LIVESTOCK CARRIED ON FARMS OF DIFFERENT SIZES OPERATED
WITH DIFFERENT TYPES OF POWER ; CENTRAL ILLINOIS ACCOUNTING

FARMS, 1930 AND 1931

The larger farms had less livestock per crop acre (measured by worth of

feed fed) than did the smaller farms. On the basis of type of power there were
no significant differences among these farms in the amounts of livestock kept.
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As pointed out earlier (page 278), there is a tendency for oper-

ating costs per crop acre to decline as the size of farm increases. If

costs per crop acre, also increase materially with the addition of live-

stock, then the cost will be much higher on the small farm than on

the large farm due to the joint action of these two factors. The re-

lationships between size of farm and operating costs, and between

amount of livestock and operating costs, will be discussed in a later

section.

Machinery Investment

The investment in machinery per farm was almost twice as large

on the general-purpose tractor farms as on the horse farms, with the

investment on standard tractor farms falling between these extremes

(Table 11). Investment per farm naturally increases with an increase

in size of farm, altho the increase is not in proportion to the increase in

size.

TABLE 11. MACHINERY INVESTMENT PER FARM ON HORSE, STANDARD TRACTOR,
AND GENERAL-PURPOSE TRACTOR FARMS; 2,950 CENTRAL ILLINOIS

ACCOUNTING RECORDS, 1930 AND 1931

Crop acres

per farm
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TABLE 12. NUMBER OF FARMS AND NUMBER OF TRACTORS ON FARMS OF DIFFERENT
SIZES OPERATED WITH DIFFERENT TYPES OF POWER; 1,142 CENTRAL

ILLINOIS ACCOUNTING RECORDS," 1930 AND 1931

Crop acres per farm
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as many trucks as on the horse farms, and on the general-purpose

tractor farms about three times as many trucks as on the horse farms.

60 380420140 ISO 220 260 300 340

CROP ACRES PER FARM

FIG. 9. PERCENTAGE OF CENTRAL ILLINOIS ACCOUNTING FARMS HAVING
AloTOR TRUCKS; AVERAGE 1930 AND 1931

More motor trucks were found on the farms operated with general-purpose
tractors than on either the standard tractor farms or on the horse-operated
farms. It was only on the general-purpose tractor farms that the number of

trucks increased markedly with size of farm.

Tractor-Operated Equipment on Tractor Farms

The comparatively large machinery investment on tractor farms is

accounted for not only by the addition of a second tractor on many
farms and by a higher concentration of trucks, but by the addition of

mechanical corn pickers, combines, and other tractor-operated equip-

ment, which calls for relatively large investments. On a group of

farms where special records were obtained on general-purpose tractors,

34 percent of the corn was harvested by mechanical pickers and 26

percent of the small grain by combines. On farms with both general-

purpose and standard tractors these percentages were 56 and 53

respectively.

Duplication of Equipment on Tractor Farms

Observation indicates that besides the tractor equipment on tractor

farms a set of horse-drawn equipment is usually found. Especially is
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this true of general-purpose tractor farms, where both tractors and

tractor equipment have, as a rule, been but recently acquired.

Where new equipment is added to a farm to take the place of ma-
chines that are not yet worn out, and the old equipment is not sold,

the use-value of the old equipment must be added to the purchase

price of the new in order to get a true comparison of costs. For ex-

ample, a horse-drawn cultivator which could have been used for an-

other five years has perhaps a third of its entire usefulness left, yet

may not be salable. If this machine were replaced by a motor culti-

vator and the horse-drawn machine retained, then one-third of the

initial value of the horse cultivator must be added to the cost of the

new machine in comparing the costs of horse and motor cultivation.

Combined Investment in Horses and Machinery

Tho the machinery investment was of course much higher on the

tractor farms studied than on the horse farms, the investment in

horses was much less on the former. The question logically arises

whether the total investment in horses and machinery was greater on

the tractor farms than on the horse farms of corresponding size. That

it was is evident from a study of Table 14.

Differences in combined investments were particularly noticeable

between the larger horse-operated and tractor-operated farms. The

combined investment in horses and machinery was about the same on

general-purpose tractor and standard tractor farms of the same size-

groups. It is evident at once that where horses were replaced with

tractors, the saving in capital invested in horses was more than offset

by the added investment in tractors and in additional operating equip-

ment.

OPERATING COSTS ON HORSE, STANDARD TRACTOR,
AND GENERAL-PURPOSE TRACTOR FARMS

Horse Costs

As already shown, there were fewer horses on the general-purpose

tractor farms than on the standard tractor farms and, of course,

fewer horses on the standard tractor than on the horse farms. It is

logical to expect that the cost per crop acre for horse labor would vary

largely with the difference in number of horses. That this was true is

shown in Table 15.

It is also evident from Table 15 that the cost for horse labor per

crop acre was much less on the large farms than on the small ones,
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TABLE 15. HORSE COSTS' PER CROP ACRE ON HORSE, STANDARD TRACTOR, AND
GENERAL-PURPOSE TRACTOR FARMS; 2,950 CENTRAL ILLINOIS

ACCOUNTING RECORDS, 1930 AND 1931

Crop acres

per farm
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TABLE 16. MACHINERY COSTS PER CROP ACRE ON HORSE, STANDARD TRACTOR,
AND GENERAL-PURPOSE TRACTOR FARMS,* 2,950 CENTRAL ILLINOIS

ACCOUNTING RECORDS, 1930 AND 1931

Crop acres

per farm
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TABLE 17.- -Cosx OF OPERATING FARM MOTOR TRUCKS ON 43 CENTRAL
ILLINOIS ACCOUNTING FARMS, 1931

Average of
43 trucks

Costs of operation
Depreciation
Interest on average investment at 5 percent .

Insurance
License
Repairs
Tires and tubes
Value of farm labor making repairs
Gasoline
Motor oil

Grease
Use of building
Other costs

Total cost for 1931
Cost per mile

Miles per gallon of gasoline.
Miles per quart of oil

Total miles truck was driven..

$59.65
15.84
5.55
20.00
21.39
10.90
2.67

35.74
5.86
1.48
8.31
1.03

$188.42
.067

11.12
77.2

2 813

Combined Horse and Machinery Costs

Combined horse and machinery costs 'were lowest on horse farms in

all size-groups for both 1930 and 1931 (Fig. 10). The savings in ma-

chinery costs on horse farms were greater than the savings in horse

costs on tractor farms.

Man Labor Costs

Man labor costs were considerably less in 1931 than in 1930 for

farms of all power types and of all sizes (Table 18 and Fig. 10).

The cost per crop acre for man labor differed but little between

TABLE 18. MAN LABOR CosTsa PER CROP ACRE ON HORSE, STANDARD TRACTOR,
AND GENERAL-PURPOSE TRACTOR FARMS; 2,950 CENTRAL ILLINOIS

ACCOUNTING RECORDS, 1930 AND 1931

Crop acres

per farm
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CROP ACRES PER FARM
FIG. 10. COSTS PER CROP ACRE FOR MAN LABOR AND FOR HORSES AND MACHINERY

ON FARMS OF DIFFERENT SIZES OPERATED WITH DIFFERENT TYPES OF POWER

On the tractor farms the acre-cost for man labor was only slightly less than
on the horse-operated farms. This may be explained partly by the fact that

many farmers owning tractors had not yet made as thoro adjustment in their

hired labor as was possible, and partly by the fact that much of the labor used
on these farms was family labor. Total horse and machinery costs were con-

sistently lower on the horse-operated farms. All these costs decreased with an
increase in size of farm.
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horse, standard tractor, and general-purpose tractor farms. General-

purpose tractor farms, however, did tend to have slightly lower man-

labor costs than the horse farms. In both 1930 and 1931 they had the

advantage, altho only a very slight one, in six of the eight size-groups.

On the whole, these records indicate that there was no consistent

relationship between the cost of man labor and the type of power

employed on these farms, which is perhaps surprising in view of the

fact that it has often been stated that the chief way in which tractors

can reduce farm operating costs is by saving man labor. Undoubtedly
one man and a tractor performed a specific field job on a tractor farm

in less time than one man and the average size of team did a similar

job on a horse farm, but this time saving was not reflected in a material

reduction in the cost for man labor on the tractor farms. Apparently

many farmers owning tractors had not made adjustments that would

enable them to reduce the peak of labor requirements to the point

where a smaller amount of hired labor would be needed.

In this connection it should be noted that a large part of the labor

on these farms was performed by the operator and his family and

thus did not represent any cash outlay. The problem of adjusting

family labor when a tractor is added is more difficult than the problem
of adjusting hired labor. In the records upon which this study was

based a charge was made for the operators' time and for the time

other members of the family worked on the farm.

In an Indiana study Lloyd and Hobson1 found that men on horse

farms cared for as many acres of crops per man as did men on tractor

farms but spent an average of 14 more days in field work. The horse

and tractor farms upon which this Indiana study was based were of

practically the same size, but no farms using cultivation tractors were

studied.

Results of studies purporting to show the saving of man labor ef-

fected by tractors vary significantly with the type of records on which

the studies are based. Those based on statements of tractor operators

unsupported by actual accounts consistently indicate greater savings

than those based on accounts. The unreliability of conclusions that

are not based on careful records was revealed in the course of the

present study. A group of farmers who were using general-purpose

tractors and who had kept records during the entire year were asked

at the end of the year to estimate the number of months of hired labor

O. G., and Hobson, L. G. Relation of farm power and farm or-

ganization in central Indiana. Purdue Univ., Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui. 332, pp. 6-9.

1929.
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that they believed had been saved by the use of tractors. The esti-

mates of 50 of these men showed an average saving of six and one-

half months of hired labor, yet the analysis of their accounts and of

the accounts for horse and standard-tractor farms of the same area

showed practically the same labor costs for the farms of all three

types.

Estimates of tractor operators concerning the savings they have

effected in man labor by using tractors were very likely impaired also

by the fact that farmers using horses have increased the efficiency of

their operations, as have farmers who have changed from horses to

horses and tractor. This increase in the efficiency with which labor

is used on horse farms has been brought about by the practice of using

bigger teams and implements of larger capacity and by better farm or-

ganization. It is also likely that not all adjustments have yet been

made that can be made in the use either of horses or of man power
on general-purpose tractor farms, these farms having acquired their

tractors only within the past few years.

Combined Man Labor, Horse, and Machinery Costs

Total costs for man labor, horses, and machinery per crop acre

averaged about the same for farms operated with the various types

of power, as will be seen from Table 19 and Fig. 11.

TABLE 19. MAN LABOR, HORSE, AND MACHINERY COST PER CROP ACRE ON FARMS
OPERATED WITH DIFFERENT TYPES OF POWER; 2,950 CENTRAL ILLINOIS

ACCOUNTING RECORDS, 1930 AND 1931

Crop acres

per farm
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100 140 180 220 260 300 340 380420

CROP ACRES PER FARM
FIG. 11. INFLUENCE OF SIZE OF FARM AND TYPE OF POWER ON TOTAL MAN

LABOR, HORSE, AND MACHINERY COST PER CROP ACRE; CENTRAL
ILLINOIS ACCOUNTING FARMS, 1930 AND 1931

The acre-cost for man labor and power was much less on large farms than
on small farms. There was no significant difference in cost between farms
operated with the different types of power indicated.

Combined Influence of Amount of Livestock and Size

of Farm on Operating Costs

The tendency for a heavy concentration of livestock to be asso-

ciated with the small farm was discussed in a previous section

(page 285). Also, variations in combined labor, horse, and machinery
cost with different sizes of farms and without reference to variations

in the amount of livestock have been shown (Table 19 and Fig. 11).

There remains to be shown the effect of different amounts of livestock

on the operating costs of farms varying in size and type of power.

That there is a relationship between the amount of livestock and

operating costs is shown in Table 20. Average costs on farms in the

120-to-159 crop-acre group ranged from $8.51 to $13.22 per crop acre

with the amount of livestock kept. The increase in the operating cost
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TABLE 20. VARIATIONS IN TOTAL OPERATING COSTS ACCORDING TO AMOUNTS OF
LIVESTOCK ON 365 FARMS RANGING FROM 120 TO 159 CROP ACRES, 1931

Number
Value of feed fed per crop acre to of

productive livestock* farms
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There was also a much greater decrease in operating costs per crop
acre when the size of the farm was increased from 100 to 140 crop
acres than when it was increased from 260 to 300 crop acres (Fig. 13).

The operating costs per crop acre decreased more rapidly (for a-

given increase in size of farm) on farms with large amounts of live-

stock than on farms with little livestock.

The graph showing the changes in operating costs that accompany

changes in the amounts of livestock can be used to adjust the data

$22

5 10 15 20 25 30 35

FEED FEDT PER CROP ACRE

FIG. 12. How AMOUNT OF LIVESTOCK CARRIED AFFECTED TOTAL MAN LABOR,

HORSE, AND MACHINERY COST PER CROP ACRE ON EIGHT GROUPS
OF FARMS OF DIFFERENT SIZES, 1931

As the amount of livestock increased, the costs increased on all sizes of

farms, but they increased more rapidly on the small farms than on the large

farms.

given in Table 19 for variations in the amount of livestock. This ad-

justment eliminates the influence of variations in the amount of live-

stock, so that a comparison of the operating costs on horse, standard

tractor, and general-purpose tractor farms can be made under con-

ditions more strictly comparable. To illustrate, the value of the feed fed

to productive livestock during 1931 on farms of the 80-to-119 crop-
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acres group was $12.13 per crop acre on horse farms, $12.16 on stand-

ard tractor farms, and only $9.91 on general-purpose tractor farms

(Table 10). The operating costs per crop acre were $12.79, $12.90,

and $12.37, respectively (Table 19). One reason why the cost on the

general-purpose tractor farms was lowest was that these farms had

100 150 200 250 300 350400
CROP ACRES PER FARM

FIG. 13. How VARIATION IN SIZE OF FARM INFLUENCED TOTAL LABOR,
HORSE, AND MACHINERY COST PER CROP ACRE ON EIGHT GROUPS OF

FARMS CARRYING DIFFERENT AMOUNTS OF LIVESTOCK, 1931

As the size of farm increased the power costs per crop acre decreased on all

farms, but they decreased more rapidly on farms with considerable livestock

than on farms with little livestock. This difference between the livestock and

grain farms in power costs was marked only among the smaller sizes of farms.

On the larger farms the amount of livestock carried had little effect on power
costs. (This graph is drawn from the same data as Fig. 12; see Table 22.)

the least livestock to care for. The average amount of feed fed per

crop acre in these three groups was $11.40. By referring to Fig. 12

we find that for the farms with 100 crop acres (where about $11.50

worth of feed was fed per crop acre) a change of $1 in feed fed per

acre is accompanied by a change of 21 cents per crop acre in labor,

horse, and machinery cost. Since on the general-purpose tractor farms
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of this size-group $1.49 less feed per crop acre was fed than was fed as

an average on all farms of this size-group, the cost for labor, horse

power, and machinery on these farms should, for purposes of compari-

son, be increased by 31 cents ($1.49 X -21), making the adjusted cost

$12.68 ($12.37 -j- .31) per crop acre. On the horse farms, on the other

hand, 73 cents more feed was fed per crop acre than was fed as an

average on all farms of this size-group, which fact necessitates a minus

correction of 15 cents ($.73 X .21) per crop acre, making the adjusted
cost $12.64 ($12.79 -.15).

Similar adjustments were made for all size-groups for 1930 and

1931 (Table 21). These data indicate what the operating expenses on

the farms of the three power types would have been had they all had

the average amounts of livestock for the respective size-groups.

TABLE 21. ADJUSTED LABOR, HORSE, AND MACHINERY COST PER CROP ACRE FOR
FARMS OF DIFFERENT SIZE AND OPERATED WITH DIFFERENT TYPES OF

POWER, WITH AVERAGE AMOUNTS OF LIVESTOCK;* 2,950 CENTRAL
ILLINOIS ACCOUNTING RECORDS, 1930 AND 1931

Crop acres

per farm
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eral-purpose tractors offer greater opportunity to lower labor and horse

costs than do standard tractors.

Costs on farms of all power types and of all sizes were lower in

1931 than in 1930.

Standards for Labor, Horse, and Machinery Costs

From Fig. 12 may be read the average labor, horse, and machinery
cost per crop acre on farms of each size-group and with varying
amounts of livestock. What the operating costs were in 1931 on the

accounting farms in the various size-groups and in the various amount-

of-livestock groups is shown in Table 22. These data indicate what

may be expected on better than average central Illinois farms under

the price conditions of 1931. Unfortunately price changes soon put
standards of this kind out of date, and they can be made usable again

only by being revised on the basis of current records or of percentage

changes worked out from price indexes for' labor, feed, machinery,
and fuel. In a following section (page 310) standards for the use of

man labor and horses are worked out on a physical basis.

Variations in Costs From Farm to Farm

So far the discussion of costs has been confined to the compara-
tive costs on groups of farms differing in type of power, number of

crop acres, or amounts of livestock. Variations in operating costs be-

tween individual farms using the same type of power and falling

within the same size-group are also of interest. A study of this varia-

tion among farms in the 120-to-159 and the 160-to-199 crop-acre

groups, for 1931, is shown in Table 23. Costs on these farms were not

adjusted for deviations from group averages in the amount of live-

stock.

It will be noted from Table 23 that the range in operating costs was

greatest on the standard tractor farms and least on the horse farms.

On the standard tractor farms in the 120-to-159 crop-acre group these

costs ranged from $3.50 an acre to $21.50, as compared with $5.50 to

$16.50 an acre on the farms using horses. On the other hand, the

standard deviation for the general-purpose tractor farms was greater

than for either of the other groups, being $3.55 as compared with $2.70

for the standard tractor, and $2.40 for the horse farms. Since there

were four times as many farms in the standard tractor group as in the

general-purpose tractor group, the standard error of the mean was

considerably less on the standard tractor farms.

It is apparent from the study of the standard errors of the mean
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TABLE 23. DISTRIBUTION OF HORSE, STANDARD TRACTOR, AND GENERAL-PURPOSE
TRACTOR FARMS ACCORDING TO COST PER CROP ACRE OF COMBINED

LABOR, HORSE, AND MACHINERY COST," 1931

Labor, horse, and
machinery cost

per crop acre
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The wide range in operating costs that occurred on farms of ap-

proximately the same size and having comparable amounts of livestock

(Table 24) indicates the opportunity that some farmers have for in-

creasing the efficiency with which they use their labor and machinery.

TABLE 24. VARIATIONS IN COMBINED LABOR, HORSE, AND MACHINERY COST PER
CROP ACRE ON FARMS OF THE SAME SIZE AND WITH THE

SAME AMOUNT OF LIVESTOCK

Labor, horse, and machinery cost per crop acre
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TABLE 25. COMPARISON OF Low-Cosx HORSE FARMS AND Low-CosT GENERAL-
PURPOSE TRACTOR FARMS HAVING 160 TO 199 CROP ACRES PER FARM, 1931
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and $355. The net cash expenses by size-groups are shown in Appen-
dix Table 41. It is apparent at once that cash outlays were much re-

duced in 1931 as compared with 1930. It is also apparent that the

horse-operated farms required a much lower outlay of cash than the

tractor farms.

The difference in cash outlay for machinery between the horse-

operated farms and the tractor farms was particularly noticeable. In

1930 the general-purpose tractor farms required $576 per 100 crop

TABLE 26. CASH RECEIPTS AND EXPENSES FOR HORSES, MACHINERY, AND LABOR
FOR EACH 100 ACRES OF CROPS ON FARMS* OPERATED WITH

DIFFERENT TYPES OF POWER, 1930 AND 1931
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$312 and on horse farms it was $247; in 1931 it was $201 on the

general-purpose tractor farms as compared with $185 on the horse

farms. The larger expenditures in cash for labor on the general-

purpose tractor farms was due to the fact that tho on the average
about the same amount of family labor was available on all farms, the

general-purpose tractor farms were much larger than the horse farms

and consequently a larger proportion of the labor which they used was

hired.

The general-purpose tractor farms had the advantage in the balance

between cash outlay and cash income from horses.

In 1930 horse purchases on general-purpose tractor farms were $12

per 100 crop acres and horse sales $35, while in 1931 purchases and

sales were $7 and $29 respectively. In other words, horse sales on

these farms were almost three times the purchases in 1930 and over

four times the purchases in 1931. On the horse farms in 1930, horse

sales and purchases balanced at $50, while in 1931 the purchases were

$30 as compared with $41 for sales.

The excess of horse sales over horse purchases on the general-

purpose tractor farms can, of course, continue only so long as ad-

justments in power equipments are being made on these farms. Once

all the horses have been eliminated that can be replaced by the general-

purpose tractor, purchases and sales will more nearly balance.

Further light on relative cash costs of power on farms of different

power types is afforded by a study of detailed cost records for horses

and tractors in 1931. Of the total cost of keeping horses on these

farms in 1931, only 5.8 percent was made up of cash expenses and 18.9

percent was for depreciation. Of the total tractor costs, 55.7 percent

was for cash items and 31.8 percent was for depreciation.
1 Whereas

depreciation on a tractor represents a cash expenditure which was

made at some previous time but which in the accounts is spread over

the period when the machine is being worn out, much of the deprecia-

tion on horses does not represent an original cash outlay, since many
of the horses were reared by the farm operators themselves. The

fact that tractors require a relatively heavy cash outlay at one time

accounts in part for the fact that few have been purchased since farm

prices dropped so severely.

So long as total operating costs are about equal for the various

types of power, and so long as prices of farm products are low com-

pared with the prices of machinery, fuel, and oil, farmers will continue

'Calculated from detailed cost records for 1931 on farms in Champaign and

Piatt counties.
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to give considerable attention to cash costs. It is apparent that in 1930

and 1931 the lower cash costs on the farms operated with horses only

gave their operators a decided advantage.

Standards for Number of Horses and Amount of Man Labor

Altho the combined input of labor, horses, and machinery on the

accounting farms had to be measured in terms of dollars, the labor and

horses used may also be measured individually by physical units. The

accounts show both the months of man labor and the number of horses

used per farm. By Ezekiel's method of joint correlation, employed
earlier in this study (see page 299), it was possible to work out the

average months of man labor and the average number of horses used

on the accounting farms of various sizes, according to the amount of

livestock 1 and the type of power employed.

Number of Horses. The number of horses per farm averaged
least on the general-purpose tractor farms and most on the horse farms

in all size-groups when the amounts of livestock were approximately
the same (Table 27). These data indicate that accounting farms in

central Illinois on which general-purpose tractors are used are operated

with about half as many horses as are accounting farms of the same

size using horses only. Since these accounting farms were known to

be more efficient than the average farm, it is logical to accept the num-

bers of horses used on them as approximate standards for well-or-

ganized farms of corresponding size, power type, and amount of pro-

ductive livestock.

On the farms of the smallest size-group operated with horses or

with standard tractors and horses, the number of horses declined as

the amount of other livestock increased, which was contrary to the

trend shown for the other size-groups. There are two reasons for

this difference in trend on small farms: (1) The horse-operated and

standard tractor farms in the 40-to-79 crop-acre group decreased in

size as the amount of livestock increased, and hence fewer horses were

needed on them. (The horse farms of this group feeding more feed

than was produced averaged 56.2 crop acres whereas those feeding only

20 percent of the feed produced averaged 64.3 crop acres.) (2) The

operators of farms on which all available feed was needed for pro-

ductive livestock apparently made greater efforts than other operators

to eliminate as many horses as possible.

J
In this section the amount of livestock is measured by the proportion be-

tween the value of feed fed on the farm and the total value of feed produced
on the farm. This method makes it possible to compare one year with another

without adjusting the value of feed for price changes.
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TABLE 27. AVERAGE NUMBER OF HORSES PER FARM ON FARMS OF VARIOUS SIZES
AND WITH VARYING AMOUNTS OF LIVESTOCK AS INDICATED BY AMOUNTS OF
FEED FED; 2,950 CENTRAL ILLINOIS ACCOUNTING RECORDS, 1930 AND 1931

Crop acres

per farm
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were used, while on the farms of the same size but where more feed

was fed than was produced from three to four men were used.

TABLE 28. AVERAGE NUMBER OF MONTHS OF MAN LABOR USED PER FARM ON
FARMS OF VARIOUS SIZES AND WITH VARYING AMOUNTS OF LIVESTOCK;

2,950 CENTRAL ILLINOIS ACCOUNTING RECORDS, 1930 AND 1931

Crop acres

per farm
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that for the quick performance of work the tractor will have its

greatest advantage in years when field work has been so delayed by
weather conditions that there is a rush to get a large amount of work
done in a short time. The years 1930 and 1931 were quite favorable

for getting field work done on scheduled time ; hence there were but

few rush periods. Had the data been gathered in years when field

work was delayed by bad weather, the results of this study might have

been different.

Study of All Records

A study of corn and oat yields, from 2,950 farm records for 1930

and 1931, indicated that yields were slightly higher on the tractor

farms.

Corn yields for farms of all sizes averaged in 1930, 34.8 bushels

an acre on the horse farms, 37.0 bushels on the standard tractor farms,

and 37.0 bushels on the general-purpose tractor farms. The yields in

1931 were 44.3, 45.3, and 44.6 bushels respectively.

Oat yields in 1930 were 36.1 bushels an acre on horse farms, 38.2

on standard tractor farms, and 38.6 on general-purpose tractor farms.

Comparable yields for 1931 were 42.6, 45.4, and 43.4 bushels an acre.

Tabulations made for the 2,950 farm records, when classified by

type of power and by size of farm, failed to show any material ad-

vantage in farm earnings for any one of the three types of power.

Study of Matched Records

It was recognized that errors might have been introduced into the

analyses in this section by unlike distributions of the farms of different

power types. For example, a greater (or a lesser) proportion of the

horse than of the tractor farms may have been located in those counties

having relatively high acreage yields or relatively high earnings. In

order to avoid errors that may have resulted from such unlike distri-

butions, a special study was made using only records from all-tillable

farms in east-central Illinois. In order further to increase the com-

parability of the records they were also matched as to size of farm

and amount of feed fed per crop acre to productive livestock. By this

process 35 records were obtained for each type of power in 1930 and

50 for each type in 1931 (Table 29).

The farms were almost exactly matched as to size and were

matched very closely with respect to the amounts of feed fed per crop
acre to productive livestock. The power and labor organizations were

typical for all three power-type groups. Twice as many horses were on
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TABLE 29. COMPARISON WITH RESPECT TO CERTAIN SELECTED FACTORS OF FARMS
OPERATED WITH DIFFERENT TYPES OF POWER; EAST-CENTRAL

ILLINOIS, 1930 AND 1931

(Farms are matched in size, amount of livestock, and type of seil)
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MEAN EXCESSES OF YIELDS ON TRACTOR FARMS OVER
YIELDS ON HORSE FARMS*

1930 1931

Standard

tractor

Corn 1.4 1.74

Oats.. 4.7 1.92

General-

purpose
tractor

1.3 1.63

2.3 2.69

Standard
tractor

.5 1.16

5.1 2.54

General-

purpose
tractor

1.7 1.24

5.1 2.18

('The standard errors of the differences were calculated by Student's method of deter-

mining the significance of differences in the means of paired samples. See Fisher, R. A.,
Statistical Methods for Research Workers, Chapter 5, 3rd ed. Oliver and Boyd. Edinburgh,
1930.)

served on the tractor farms. On the other hand, the observed oat

yields on the tractor farms, except on the general-purpose tractor

farms in 1930, were significantly greater than those on horse farms,

tho this does not mean that the use of tractors was necessarily re-

sponsible for the greater yields.

The extent to which cropping systems were similar for the three

type-of-power groups is indicated in Table 30. It should be noted that

the proportion of the total acreage in crops with high labor and power

requirements tended to be larger on tractor farms than on horse-

TABLE 30. COMPARISON OF LAND USE ON FARMS OPERATED WITH DIFFERENT
TYPES OF POWER, EAST-CENTRAL ILLINOIS, 1930 AND 1931

(Farms are matched in size, amount of livestock, and type of soil)

Kind of crops
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Both standard and general-purpose tractor farms averaged a slightly

higher acreage in soybeans.

Livestock Efficiency. The returns per $100 of feed fed to produc-
tive livestock were higher on the horse-operated farms than on tractor

farms in 1930 and lower in 1931 (Table 29). Apparently no one

type of power had a consistent advantage in livestock efficiency in

these years.

Sources and Amount of Income. The amount and sources of in-

come for the type-of-power groups are shown in Table 31. There were

some differences in the sources of income due to differences in kinds

and efficiencies of livestock on the different groups of farms, but the

most important differences were in the income from the feed and grain

account. Particularly on the general-purpose tractor farms was the

income from grain much greater than on the horse farms.

TABLE 31. COMPARISON OF SOURCES AND AMOUNTS OF INCOME ON FARMS OPERATED
WITH DIFFERENT TYPES OF POWER, EAST-CENTRAL ILLINOIS, 1930 AND 1931

(Farms are matched in size, amount of livestock, and type of soil)

Sources of income
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both 1930 and 1931 (Table 29). In 1931 costs were less on the horse

farms than on the standard tractor farms by 48 cents a crop acre, or

$90 a farm. In 1930 the difference was 91 cents a crop acre, or $182
a farm.

It will be noted that this difference in combined operating costs

agrees with the results of the analysis of all records (page 302).

Farm Earnings. In 1930 farm earnings were higher on the horse-

operated farms than on tractor farms, while in 1931 losses were greater
on the horse farms (Table 29).

DETAILED TRACTOR COST STUDY

Altho, as has been shown, there was but little difference between

the average casts per crop acre for labor, horses, and machinery on

horse farms and on tractor farms, it should be helpful to study in

more detail the cost per year and per hour for horse and tractor service

as well as the amount of work which can be accomplished with these

different types of power in a 10-hour day. The present section will be

devoted to a study of tractor costs, and similar information concerning
horse costs will be presented in a later section.

TABLE 32. AVERAGE COSTS, YEAR BASIS, OF OPERATING Two- AND THREE-PLOW
STANDARD TRACTORS AND Two-PLOW GENERAL-PURPOSE TRACTORS, 1931

/
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The study of tractor costs is based on cost records for 65 general-

purpose tractors for 1931 and on cost records for 32 two-plow and

19 three-plow standard tractors, extending over a five-year period,

with fuel, oil, labor, and repair costs adjusted to 1931 prices.

The average annual cost (1931 figures) for the operation of trac-

tors was $241.61 for two-plow standard tractors, $305.17 for three-

plow standard tractors, and $287.46 for two-plow general-purpose trac-

tors (Table 32). The average costs per hour of operation were 63

cents, 76 cents, and 56 cents respectively.

Tractor Operating Costs

The cost for fuel, oil, and grease averaged 26.5 cents an hour for

the two-plow standard tractors, 32.6 cents for the three-plow standard

tractors, and 24.6 cents for the general-purpose tractors. Fuel prices

in 1931 were considerably lower than in previous years and these lower

prices were an important factor in the costs of tractor operation.

Repair costs, including charges for parts and for pay to mechanics

in making repairs, averaged $35.30 for the two-plow and $34.39 for

the three-plow standard tractors but only $19.60 for the general-

purpose tractors. This large variation in the cost of repairs was due

to a difference in the average age of the three types of tractors. Of
the 32 two-plow standard tractors, 10 were over eight years old and

only 12 were under four years old. Of the 19 three-plow tractors, 6

were seven years old and 8 were under four years. None of the gen-

eral-purpose tractors were over six years old and 42 were under four

years. Differences in repair costs due to differences in the ages of the

tractors are of particular importance in interpreting the cost of operat-

ing the general-purpose tractors. Many of these general-purpose trac-

tors had had no major repairs at all, and the $19.60 average for repairs

was lower than would have obtained had these tractors not been

relatively new.

The charge for man labor included only the time spent by the

operators in making repairs and adjustments and in servicing the trac-

tors. This labor was charged against the tractors at the rate of 21

cents an hour.

Fixed or Overhead Costs

Depreciation was the largest item of expense other than fuel, oil,

and grease, and averaged $70.58 for the two-plow standard tractors,

$89.94 for the three-plow tractors, and $97.23 for the general-purpose
tractors. The higher depreciation on general-purpose tractors than on
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two-plow standard tractors was due to a larger initial investment and

to a greater number of hours of usage a year. On the hourly basis

the depreciation on these two types of tractors was practically the same.

Greater yearly usage also accounts for the higher depreciation of gen-

eral-purpose tractors than of three-plow standard tractors.

Interest on the investment amounted to $22.14 for the two-plow
standard tractors, $33.55 for the three-plow standard tractors, and

$28.88 for the general-purpose tractors. These differences were very

largely the result of differences in the purchase prices of the tractors.

Hours Tractors Were Used

The total average number of hours of use for the general-purpose
tractors was considerably higher than for the standard tractors (Table

32). The use of the general-purpose tractor for corn planting and

cultivation explains the greater number of hours it was used at draw-

bar work. The three-plow standard tractors were used the greatest

number of hours at belt work and the general-purpose tractors the least.

Variation in Hour Cost

There was wide variation in the hourly cost of operating tractors

of similar type on different farms. In studying the reasons for this

variation the cost records of the 65 general-purpose tractors were used

because of the greater number of these records.

The total cost per hour of operating the 65 general-purpose tractors

in 1931 varied from 41.7 cents to 95.7 cents but was below 70 cents an

hour on 58 of the tractors (Table 33). Since fuel cost alone made up

TABLE 33. VARIATION IN TOTAL COST OF OPERA-
TION PER HOUR OF USE OF 65 GENERAL-

PURPOSE TRACTORS, 1931

Cost per hour
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19.6 gallons, but the rate of consumption varied greatly from tractor

to tractor. Total costs per hour rose steadily with an increase in the

amount of fuel required per day (Table 34). A part of the variation

in amount of fuel used per day was probably due to the fact that some

tractors were used more for the heavier jobs, such as plowing, than

were others. However, it is evident that the different tractors varied

greatly in the amounts of fuel used at the same kinds of work, and that

this difference was one of the chief causes of variation in the cost of

operating the tractors.

TABLE 34. INFLUENCE OF AMOUNT OF FUEL CON-
SUMED ON COST OF OPERATION OF 65

GENERAL-PURPOSE TRACTORS, 1931

Fuel used per
10-hour day
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centage that depreciation made up of the total cost decreased with the

increase in hours of use.

Interest charges, while slightly higher per year on those tractors

with greater use, were much more fixed than depreciation charges;

consequently the interest charges per hour decreased relatively more

rapidly than the depreciation charges as the hours of use increased

(Table 35).

Variations in the initial cost of the tractors cause some variation

in the charges made for depreciation and for interest. On these par-

ticular tractors, however, charges for depreciation and interest were

not greatly affected, except in a very few cases, by variations in original

costs. Of the 65 tractors 44 had an original cost of $875 to $925.

For the purposes of this study a fixed charge for shelter was made

against all tractors. This shelter charge, however, was but a relatively

small part of the total expense and hence variations in the hours of use

caused only slight variations in the shelter charge per hour.

Since these tractors had been but recently acquired repair costs

were small and caused only small variations in hour costs.

Accomplishments of the General-Purpose Tractor

The average acreages covered by general-purpose tractors in a

10-hour day at different operations are shown in Table 36. Only rates

for those sizes of implements commonly used are given. The 14-inch

gang plow and the 7-foot tandem disk were standard-size equipment
used with the general-purpose tractors, altho several 8- foot tandem

disks were also used. The most common sizes of harrows used were

15, 18, and 20 feet in width. The number of acres covered by the two-

row and three-row cultivators, it will be observed, differed approxi-

mately according to the difference in number of rows. The accomplish-

ments of the four-row cultivators are not shown, for the number of

TABLE 36. AVERAGE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF 65 GENERAL-PURPOSE TRACTORS AT
VARIOUS JOBS WITH VARIOUS SIZES OF IMPLEMENTS, 1931

Kind of im-
plement
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records where the four-row cultivator was used was not considered

large enough to give a significant average.

The accomplishments in acres covered per day at a large number of

jobs indicate the adaptability of the general-purpose tractor to field

work. The wide range in the adaptability of the general-purpose

tractor is further shown by a comparison of the percentage of each

operation done by horse power and by tractor power on another group
of 65 farms employing general-purpose tractors and horses (Table 37).

A certain amount of specialization in the use of horses and tractors is

indicated. Horses, for example, were used very little for plowing and

TABLE 37. PROPORTION OF DIFFERENT FIELD JOBS PERFORMED BY TRACTORS AND
BY HORSES, 65 CENTRAL ILLINOIS FARMS EMPLOYING GENERAL-

PURPOSE TRACTORS AND HORSES, 1931

Kind of work
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operation with a total of 13 hours for the year. The remaining 13

hours were almost equally divided between wood-sawing, shelling,

threshing, silo filling, baling, and pumping water.

Combining and corn husking made up over half the total hours of

custom work performed by the general-purpose tractors. The peaks
of custom work were therefore in the months of July, October, and
November. However, except by a few farm operators, no major
custom work was done. Custom work on 52 farms averaged 24 custom

hours per tractor, but 12 was the largest number of farmers reporting
custom work for any one month. The general adoption of tractors has

greatly limited the amount of custom work that can be obtained unless

some special machine such as a corn picker or a combine is also used.

DETAILED STUDY OF HORSE COSTS

In order to get a more detailed picture of horse costs and the

amount of work that may reasonably be expected with horse-drawn

equipment, detailed cost records were obtained for 35 central Illinois

horse farms in 1931 (Table 38).

TABLE 38. HOURS OF USE AND COST OF KEEPING HORSES ON 35 FARMS
IN CENTRAL ILLINOIS, 1931
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Costs per Year, per Hour, and per Acre

On these farms the horses were worked an average of 711 hours

a year each, at an average net cost of $62.34, making an hour-cost of

9.6 cents.

That these farms were operated with greater efficiency than were

even the average of the accounting farms which were operated with

horses is indicated by a comparison of the horse, machinery, and man-

labor costs on these farms with the 1931 costs for the same items on

the 54 horse-operated farms previously studied ranging in size from

160 to 199 crop acres. These 35 farms averaged 189 crop acres per
farm and had horse costs of $1.93 per crop acre, machinery costs of

$1.39, and man labor costs of $5.17, making a total labor, horse, and

machinery cost of $8.49 per crop acre. The 54 horse farms considered

earlier in this study had, as noted in Tables 15, 16, 18, and 19, costs

of $2.05, $1.60, $6.12, and $9.77, respectively, for comparable items.

The very low cost for horse labor on these large farms suggests

that men who still operate large farms with horses are probably as

a class particularly efficient in the use of horses, since it is on large

farms that the tractors seem to be best adapted to power needs.

Rate at Which Field Work Was Done

Daily records were obtained from the 35 horse farms to show the

kind of work that was done each day, the number of horses used, and

the acreage covered. The fact that tractors cover more ground in a

TABLE 39. AMOUNT OF WORK DONE PER DAY WITH HORSE-DRAWN IMPLEMENTS
ON 35 CENTRAL ILLINOIS HORSE-OPERATED FARMS, 1931

Kind of implement
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that there is greater difficulty in getting sufficient data on amounts of

work performed with horses to provide representative averages. Power
combinations were particularly diversified for plowing on these 35

horse farms. Teams with four and five horses were used with plows

having two 12-, 13-, or 14-inch bottoms; occasionally teams of six and

seven horses were used with plows having two 14-inch bottoms
; eight-,

nine-, and ten-horse teams were used with plows having three 14-inch

bottoms. Not enough acres were plowed by any one power combina-

tion with a particular size plow to provide really reliable averages. The
five- and six-horse teams on the 14-inch gangs, however, plowed more

acres than any other combination.

On these 35 farms the five-horse teams with 14-inch gangs plowed
5.6 acres in a 10-hour day, which is at a rate slightly higher than

usually reported. In comparison, general-purpose tractors on 65 farms

(Table 36) plowed 7.8 acres with the same size of plow. Six horses

on 10-foot disks averaged 22.2 acres a day, while eight horses on 8-foot

tandem disks averaged 19.8 acres a day, as compared with 27.0 acres

for general-purpose tractors pulling implements of the same size. In

harrowing, four horses covered almost 40 acres with 20-foot harrows,

whereas tractors covered about 73 acres with implements of the same

size.

The horse-drawn planters lacked 3 acres a day of planting 20 acres,

which is considered by many farmers to be an exceptionally good day's

planting. Three-row tractor-drawn planters covered about 31 acres.

With three horses on the two-row cultivators 15 acres of corn were

covered in 10 hours, as compared with 22 acres where motor cultivators

were used. Horses on 8- foot binders were able to average 15 acres a

day, whereas tractors on 8-foot binders covered 20 acres.

These data indicate the approximate amount of land which a farmer

should cover in a 10-hour day with various power combinations. It is

apparent at once that one man with a tractor will do more field work

in a day than a man with the average-sized team.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Variation in Power Organizations on Illinois Farms. The char-

acter of the power organizations found on farms in different sections

of Illinois varies greatly from section to section. Power organizations

also vary greatly from farm to farm within each area.

The variations that exist are in large part consistent with good prac-

tice and have, as a rule, been brought about by the efforts which
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farmers have been making to adjust their power organizations to their

individual needs. Individual needs for power vary between farms be-

cause of differences in size, type of land, and the kind of production

for which the farm is organized, and because of differences in the skill

and other qualifications of the operators.

Variations in the power organization, however, are in part due to

differences in the personal preferences and financial resources of the

operators, and to the many changes within the past fifteen years in the

types of power units available for farmers and in economic conditions.

An analysis of 1930 and 1931 records from a group of central Illi-

nois accounting farms indicates clearly that farms operated with trac-

tors and horses are considerably larger than those operated with horses

only. The amount of livestock per acre was much greater on small

farms than on large farms. Horse and tractor farms comparable in

size carried approximately the same amounts 'of productive livestock.

Numbers of Horses and Horse Costs. On the farms studied,

which were typical of well-managed corn-belt farms, general-purpose

tractors had a distinct advantage over standard tractors in reducing the

number of horses and horse costs. However, many tractor farms have

retained more horses than are necessary to meet the power require-

ments of the farm. Numbers of horses in the years covered by this

study were declining on horse-operated farms as well as on tractor

farms, altho much less rapidly on the former. On the tractor farms

this decline usually represented a planned adjustment toward a more

efficient power organization, altho an unplanned excess of deaths over

births and purchases was also a factor.

Machinery Investments and Costs. The much higher machinery
costs on tractor farms than on horse-operated farms were due not only

to much greater operating expenses for machinery but also to a much

higher machinery investment. This higher investment was due to the

cost of the tractors themselves, to more motor trucks, and to more

combines, corn pickers, and other machines that require rather large

investments. The investment required in the purchase of a tractor

and tractor equipment is an important factor in preventing their adop-
tion on many farms, especially in years when prices for farm products
are relatively low.

The higher investment in machinery on the tractor farms than on

the horse-operated farms was only in part offset by a lower investment

in horses. Combined machinery and horse investments and also com-

bined machinery and horse costs were higher on the tractor farms

than on the horse-operated farms.
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Amounts of Man Labor and Man-Labor Costs. On the tractor

farms slightly less labor was used than was used on comparable horse

farms, with general-purpose tractor farms having a slight advantage
over the standard tractor farms. The greatest saving in amount of

man labor was effected by the general-purpose tractors on the large

grain farms.

Likewise, the cost of man labor was slightly lower on the tractor

farms than on the horse-operated farms, altho tractor owners whose

records are analyzed in this study had apparently not taken full ad-

vantage of the opportunity their tractors afford for reducing man
labor costs.

Combined Operating Costs. The combined labor, horse, and ma-

chinery costs averaged lowest on the horse-operated farms and highest

on the standard tractor farms. However, the differences were slight,

and the variation was great within each power-type group. Because

of such wide intragroup variations it cannot be concluded with cer-

tainty that horse farms in general are operated with lower costs than

are tractor farms.

The wide variation in the operating costs on farms of the same size,

type, and power organization indicates that many farmers have an

opportunity to reduce operating costs without changing their type of

power. Some farmers, however, would profit by making a change in

power type.

Cash Operating Expenses. On these central Illinois farms cash

operating expenses were higher on the farms operated with tractors

than on farms operated with horses only. Whether such a difference

is of general significance depends on the relation between the prices of

things farmers have to sell and the things they purchase. When prices

of farm products are relatively low, as they were in 1930 and 1931,

farmers are at a disadvantage when they exchange them for such items

as machinery, motor fuel, and labor. Often the difficulty of obtaining

credit on satisfactory terms is also a disadvantage when large cash

expenses are involved.

Relation of Type of Power to Livestock Efficiency, Crop Yields,

and Net Earnings. In a study of the present kind on the influence of

type of power on crop yields, livestock efficiency, and farm earnings,

it is very difficult to hold constant or to allow adequately for factors

other than power which have an influence on the items studied. It is

impossible to account completely for all such factors. It is certain,

however, that by the methods of analysis used in this study no marked
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superiority in any one of these respects was demonstrated for any one

type of power.
The type of power used on these farms had no relation to the

amount of productive livestock found on them. It is sometimes pointed

out that, by reducing the time required at field work, a tractor enables

a farmer to care for more livestock or to give his livestock better care.

This opportunity undoubtedly exists but the present study does not

show that central Illinois farmers have in general taken advantage of it.

The yields of corn and oats averaged slightly higher on the tractor

farms than on the horse-operated farms during the two years of this

study, but the differences were neither great enough nor consistent

enough to warrant a conclusion that this relationship was due to the

type of power used.

Gross incomes were higher on the tractor farms than on the horse-

operated farms, the difference being largely due to differences in in-

come from grain, but the higher gross income on the tractor farms was

offset by higher expenses, the net earnings on tractor-operated and

horse-operated farms being about the same.

If it could be demonstrated that higher net incomes as a rule ac-

company the use of tractor power, there would yet remain the problem
of ascertaining whether the use of tractors resulted in the higher net

income or whether the higher net income resulted in the purchase of

tractors. It probably is true, for example, that operators who obtain

higher net returns from their farms thru high crop yields and efficient

livestock production will be most apt to have the money with which to

purchase tractors and power-operated equipment should they so desire.

Probably the safest generalization that can be made from the data

concerning relative earnings on the tractor and the horse-operated
farms is that the type of power used had as little influence on average
farm earnings as it did on average combined labor, horse, and ma-

chinery costs, which, as already shown, was not much. Nevertheless

it does not follow that what would be true for Illinois farmers as a

whole would be true for individual operators. There can be but little

doubt that some farmers have increased their net income by changing
from horses to tractors or from standard tractors to general-purpose

tractors, while others have reduced their net income by the same

change. It is logical to expect that for the most part those operators
who have not changed are the ones who would profit least by so doing.

The fact that horses tend to be concentrated on small livestock farms

lends some weight to this conclusion.
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Tractor Costs. In 1931 costs per hour of operation averaged 63

cents for two-plow standard tractors, 76 cents for three-plow standard

tractors, and 56 cents for two-plow general-purpose tractors. The

average hours of use were 383, 402, and 514 respectively. (Table 32.)

Variations in total hours of tractor use and in the amount of fuel

used per hour of operation were the chief factors accounting for the

variation in the hour cost of tractor operation.

Horse Costs and Accomplishments With Horses. In 1931 the net

cost of keeping a work horse on a group of 35 central Illinois horse-

operated farms averaged $62.34. Each horse was worked an average
of 652 hours, at an average cost of 9.6 cents per hour. (Table 38.)

From a study of the average rates at which tractors and horses

performed certain field jobs it is apparent that one man with a tractor

will do more field work in a given number of hours than a man with

the average-sized team. However, almost as many months of man
labor were used during a year on farms operated with both tractors

and horses as on farms of the same size and with the same amount of

livestock but operated with horses only. The men who used horses

only made up for the longer time it took to perform field work by

working a greater number of days during the year than the men did

who used tractors.

Tractors Make Possible More Leisure or an Expansion of the Farm
Business. Since there is no particular difference in average costs be-

tween operating with horses and operating with tractors, the leisure

time which tractors make possible may be sufficient to cause many
operators to prefer them. On the other hand, it must be remembered

that cash operating costs are much higher with the tractors than with

the horses.

It must also be kept in mind that the individual farmer who plans

his work well so that he can utilize the time saved by using tractors

to farm more land or to care for more productive livestock has an

opportunity to increase his net income over that of the farmer who

operates with horses only or who uses for leisure the time he saves

thru operating with tractors. Averages for a large number of farms

indicate, however, that tractor farmers as a whole have not taken ad-

vantage of this opportunity to increase their incomes.

The influence of labor and power efficiency on the standard of

living is difficult to measure, and the records analyzed in this study

throw no light on the subject. We may say, however, that to the extent

that time saved is used in making the farm a better place on which to
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live, such saving of time may be entirely justified even tho it is not

reflected in a reduction of total labor costs or in higher earnings.

Future Trends in Power Organization. Many factors will doubt-

less influence the future trends in the organization and use of farm

power. So long as prices of farm products are relatively low there will

be a particular need for farmers to operate with low costs. Relative

prices of such items as hired labor, horses, horse feeds, mechanical

power units, and motor fuels will be of importance in determining
trends in the use of particular types of power. The extent to which

mechanical power units are made more efficient will also be an im-

portant factor. With respect to the possibility of increasing the rela-

tive importance of horses as sources of farm power it must be recog-

nized that the breeding of horses has declined to the point that any
increase in their numbers could take place but slowly.

Each Farm an Individual Problem. One point that stands out

clearly in this study is the impossibility of making any general recom-

mendation in favor of any particular type of power for Illinois farms.

Each farm is an individual problem. What power set-up is most de-

sirable depends on money resources, the physical characteristics and

setting of the farm, the preference of the operator for a given com-

bination of power and machinery and his ability to utilize it. In large

measure the success that an operator will have with any particular

type of power equipment and organization will depend upon his own

ability to handle it and his interest in it.
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TABLE 41. NET CASH EXPENSES PER 100 CROP ACRES FOR HORSES, MACHINERY,
AND LABOR ON FARMS" OPERATED WITH DIFFERENT TYPES OF POWER;

CENTRAL ILLINOIS ACCOUNTING RECORDS, 1930 AND 1931

Crop acres

per farm
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